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Total quality Managemet as a philosophy seeking to integrate all organizational functions in all areas of productions and services become an important attractive research field. Ii encourages Researchers to address many topics relalea to Total Quality management and Contimuous improvements. Each has his own approach. Each reveals findings and results T his paper is a comparative analysis of some of the researchers' approaches concerning Total quality Management Applications, Models, principles and aims. 
I. Introduction 

Researchers in the field of Total quality management are usually seeking to find models and 

theories for continuous improvement. Here is an analysis some work produced in this field, to prove 
that, all targets aims are achieved by relying on the same base and principles. Terms may differ 

from researcher to another, but the result is produced from the same ground. 
II. Research Elaborations 

1. Comparison between Total Quality Management (TQM) Framework for e-learning based 

on EFQM and Kirkpatrick models -by Jeanne Schreurs Universiteit Hasselet, 
Diepenbeek, Belgium- (2006) and Applying Total Quality Management in Academics- by 

Dheeraj Mehortra (March 2010):-

Jeanne Schreurs identifies the EFQM Excellence model as "a famous quality Management tool", 

which has been translated to be useful in e-learning quality Management. She describes how she 

developed the e-learning stakeholder model. She presented the Kirkpatrick model of e-learning and 

developed Kirkpatrick-EFQM self-assessment framework. 

To take the challenge to support and enhance quality management in e-learning, Jeanne Schreurs 

defined quality, and find the way to assess it, and embed it in the existing operational procedures of 

the learning organisation. She could determine the kind of quality management system which 

has to be implemented. She focused in her paper on the assessment of quality. 

Schereurs argues that the way to become an excellent learning department is by balanc ing and 

satisfying the needs of all stakeholders. The subject which is asserted by Dheeraj Mehrotra 

(March,2010) in his paper about applying Total quality Management in academics. Where he 

explains four pillars of Total Quality Management. 

He argues in principle number 1 "Synergistic relationships" how essential is the focus on suppliers 

and customers- which are relevant to stakeholders in Jane Schereurs paper- as well as the teamwork 

and collaboration. 
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START;PPS as a New Paradigms for Youth: Issues and
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.[t!\i f.1.,.\\ (.-.
,'i L'~' Dr. Pallavi Shah, It "'i,~r NKTT College, Thane (W)
, ~I!. lP

::iAbstract ;,f..
A business is a financial stroll which is regularly a recently risen, quickly developing business that intends to meet a
market required by}reating or offering an ingenious and exceptional item, process or administration, A startup is
typically an establishment, for example. a private venture, an association or an association purposely intended to quickly
build up a financialiy suitable plan of action. As a rule. new businesses convey innovative ideas. for example. Internet.
online business and marketing, Computers. media communications. or apply autonomy to make a specialty for them in
the market, These in1_t!futionsare for the most part engaged with the plan and execution of the creative and out of the
case procedures oft¥. '1dvancement. approval and research for target markets, While nell' businesses don 'tjust work in
innovative domains, :ifte'term turned out to be universally broad within the website rise in the late I9'h Century. when an
incredible number of Intemet-based institutions bloomed

"

,
IMPORTANCE OFiTHESTUDY:

\'

• To study in\d~~il:.about the Startups inIndia.
~ '" i

• To determine thnfcope of growth of ~~artups inlndia,
• To understand th~role of Investing Agencies in the growth of Startups inIndia .. ' "

" " ~ ,j

To pointingou.~tPe problems and difficulties faced by Entrepreneurs in India.
Although no single meaning of startup exists and nobody can speak to the present startup, investigate is giving
an inexorably mott~'concentrated regarding the matter. A short study of the historical backdrop of new
companies outline$,'this. Startup is ahand in hand combination of business and monetary advancement. The
social and financia,t,powers of startup movement existed some time a few thousand years ago. Indeed, as
noticed, the startup'i~;connected with mankind's accomplishments.

, , ?,'
The monetary advancement of a country relies upon its modem development.The mechanical improvement
depends on the s~ar#ipabilities ofthe general population.

, Ji: " .•,
Thus, the idea dtbWltiing new companies Promotion is need of great importance.
In basic, startu~~\s.'~~~edemonstration .of being a busine~s visionary, which can be characterized. as "one w~o
attempts advan9~~~ts, back and business sharpness WIth an end goal to change developments into financial
products" . f " ;;it-.;\ fr' .1~_"~'

Subside 'Druckeyl,~~ested that startup is a training. This means new businesses are not a condition of being
nor is it describ~l~making arrangements that are not followed up on.Startup starts with activity, production
of,new ass~ciat!oiY~iS associa~ion could possibly wind up plainly self-m~i~taining and actually, may never
gam huge. mco~es.·~Be that as It may, when people make another asSOCIatIOn,they have entered the new
businesses worJ!Vi~.
'r~hi,s~icle co~~t~~ope of ~teps and. activity thoughts so as ~o set-~p o~e's .own particular startup designs,
glYlI1i wei! or~~~fi1tmters WIth a specificend goal to accomphsh their objectives.
1.1What is a sUrlUp ,
A startup is a ybu~!£}nstitution that is beginning to create and develop, is in the principal phases of procedure,
and is generally fiminced by an individual or little gathering of people.

--l466I Dr. ~~l~~viShall
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A startup is a younginstitution which could be an entrepreneurial wander or another business, an association
or transitory business association intended to look for a versatile plan of action.
A startup is a youthful institution that scans for an fool-proof plan of action with a specific end goal to disturb
existing markets or make new ones
A startup is a youthful, dynamic institution based on innovative ideas and advancement wherein the authors
work tiredlessly to gain by building up an item or administration for which they accept there is a request.
There are three phases to startups.
1) Pre-startup.
2) Startup.
3) Growth.

1.2 llackground of Entrepreneurship in India
The historical backdrop of business enterprise is essential around the world. even in India. Before capitalism
the Indian exchange and business was at its peak. Indians were specialists in refining of metals, for example,
metal and tin. 'Kanishka Empire' in the first century began supporting Indian business ideas and dealers.
Following that period, in around 1600 A.D., India built up its exchange association with Roman Empire. Gold
was pouring from all sides. At that point the Portuguese and the English had entered Indian Market. They
travelled the Indian sea waters and gradually entered the Indian business. They restricted the business
visionaries to end up dealers and they themselves played the part of business visionaries. This was the
fundamental reason behind the downfall of Indian business in the pioneer times which had its effect in the
post-provincial times as well. The pioneer period make the Indian thoughts and standards unbending.
An area of noteworthy exchange courses and tremendous domains, the Indian subcontinent was related to its
business and social riches for a lot because of its long history. Continuously added by the East India Company
(Britishers) from the mid eighteenth century and colonized by the United Kingdom from the mid-1900s, India
turned into a free country in 1947 after a battle for autonomy that was set apart by across the board peaceful
protection. It has the world's twelveth biggest economy at showcase trade rates and the fourth biggest in
obtaining power. Financial changes since 1991 have changed it into one of the quickest developing economies
despite everything it experiences elevated amounts of destitution, ignorance, and lack of healthy sustenance.
For a whole age from the 1950s until the point that the 1980s, India took after communist roused strategies.
The economy was shackled by broad direction, protectionism, and open proprietorship, prompting inevitable
defilement and moderate development. Since 1991, the country has moved towards a market-based
framework.
Business enterprise is the consequence of three measurements cooperating: helpful structure conditions, very
much planned government programs and steady social mentalities. Over these three points of view of business
enterprise, two noteworthy conclusions are obvious. Right off the bat, the financial, mental and sociological
scholastic fields acknowledge that enterprise is a procedure. Furthermore, notwithstanding the different fields
of examination, business enterprise is plainly something beyond a monetary capacity.

1.3Startups in India
India is amongst the top five nations in the world in terms of startups. United States of America ranks number
vile on the list with more than Eighty-three thousandstartups. There are approximately more than ten thousand
s . T di .~artupsm m lao

Startups based on technology Startups based on Non-technology

Number 14300 5700

00/0 Share [43% 157%

New Annual Startups 800 1N0tAvailable

Source: NASSCOM Startup India report 2015, Microsoft Ventures.

- 14671Dr. Pallavi Shah
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2 Approach to Startups in India
2.1 Financial Assistance MUDRA SCHEME
In his Union Budget discourse for 2015-2016, Finance Minister of India Mr.ArunJaitley declared
government's intend to set up Micro Units Development Refinance Agency (MUDRA) Bank and a Credit
Guarantee Fund with a renegotiate capital of Rs.Twenty thousand crores and Rs. Three thousandcrores.
• In April 2015, the administration propelled Mudra Bank to support the development of private companies
and assembling units
- The recently Bank would give a credit office of up to Rs.Fifty thousand to independent ventures, advance of
up to RS.Five lakh to minimal greater institutions and advance of up to Rs.Ten lakhs to the MSME part
MUDRA Scheme: On sixth January 2016, the Union Cabinet has offered endorsement to the accompanying
proposition:
-The bureau has endorsed the formation of a Credit Guarantee Fund for MUDRA advances
•It is normal that the reserve will ensure advances of over Rs.. 1,00,000crores to miniaturized scale and private
ventures ill the primary example
-According to the back pastor, the MUDRA plot is relied upon to give advantages to 1.73 crores. individuals
-The store will ensuring credits authorized under PradhanMantri Mudra Yojanawith.effect from 08th April
2015.
Also, the legislature has set an objective to give an aggregate advance of RS. 1.22 Lakh crores. to advance
new business people and reserve the unfunded institutions with the assistance of banks.
The SEBI reported another arrangement of posting standards for new businesses, including web based
business wanders, intending to raise financing from posting on stock trades. These new standards will give
relaxations in divulgence related takeovers and Alternative Investment Fund directions for Information
Technology, information examination, protected innovation, bio-innovation or nano-innovation institutions.
22A I d fctua proce ure or a startup
SI'.No. Applications Authorizing Body Time Fees regulated by thE

:Jlequired(days)Authority inRupees

I Applyfordirectoridentificationnumber Mlnistry of CorporateI 100
DlN)byfiIingaiJpIicationFormDIN-l jAffairs (MCA) 0

India
? \ Obtainonlinedigitalsignaturecertificate MCAofIndia 3 1,500

3 \pplyandreserveyourbusinessnameonline Registrar o~ ~OO
Max allowable6suggestednames) Companies(ROC)

4 Stamp the companydocuments(MoA,AoA,StateTreasury(State)or1 1,300 (200 for MOA +
Declaration of compliance) authorisedbank 1,000 for

AOA for every 500,000 0

share capital or part thereo
+ 100 for stamp paper fo

I
declarationFormI)

5 !Applyfor the Certificate of Incorporation MCAandROC 5 14.133* (Depends on
authorlsedcapital)

6 j Make a seat (notmandatory) 1 350 (dependson the numbe
of seals requiredand the time

! periodfor delivery)

n
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7 IPermanentAccountNumber(PA~) it'SDLlAuthorised ~ ~7
jAgents!UTIInvestors

,. ServicesLtd
8 bbtain a TaxAccountNumber(TA~) Income TID~ 157

; Departrnent
9 : ~egister with the Officeof Inspector.Shops,StatelMunicipal ~" around 6,500

; ~d Establishment Act (India) !corporation
,

J{egisterforValue-AddedTax(VAT)atthe10 State wise 12 5,100
lCommercialTaxOffice

11 lRegisterfor Profession Tax IProfessionTaxOffice b ~
(State)

12 Register with Employees' Provident FundEPFO 12 ~
nstitution(EPFO)

13 Register for medical insurance Regional office 0 ~ ~
ItheEmployees'State
Insurance
!corporation

3~riet~
3.iQualities of a successful startups
A startup isn't simply beginning a business, it is tied in with having state of mind and the drive to prevail in
business. Every single fruitful Startup have a comparable state of mind and gangs a few key individual
qualities that make them so effective in business. Effective new companies like the aspiring Richard Branson
ha~e an internal drive to succeed and develop their business, as opposed to having a Harvard Business degree
or specialized learning in a specific field. Startups is a mentality more than anything, Qualities that make a
startup fruitful are

.- . ,
Visionary: A major thought of how something can be better and extraordinary
Inward Drive to Succeed: Startups are headed to succeed and grow their business. They see the master plan
and are frequently exceptionally goal-oriented. New companies set enormous objectives for themselves and
remain focused on accomplishing them paying little respect to the snags that act as a burden.
Trend-setter: All new companies want to improve and to enhance their items or administration. They are
always searching for approaches to move forward. They're inventive, imaginative and ingenious.
Capacity to Organize: He ought to have the capacity to arrange different factors viably. He needs to see every
oneof the parts of the business
Enthusi~tic: Expressive so the thought makes vitality and reverberation with others
Daring 'individual: Pursues the fantasy without every one of the assets arranged toward the begin and
appropriates the hazard over a system of abilities. In short he ought to be prepared to tolerate hazard and
vulnerabilities
Basic leadership: One needs to take right choice at an ideal time by demonstrating his immediacy. Snappy
chQ1ce~are normal yet hurried choices shouldn't be taken. Deferral in choices may build cost of task and
de¥re~e the benefits.
Ceaseless Learner and Openness to Change: Constantly investigating and advancing to do best practice. On
th~~'offchance that something isn't working for them they basically change. New businesses know the
significance of keeping over their industry and the best way to being number one is to develop and change

+4691 Dr. Pallavi Shah
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w it!?-th~ldrcumstances. They're in' the know regarding the most recent innovation or administration systems
an~.are frnstantly prepared to chaI}g~on the off chance that they see another open door emerge.
Tr~s < on Skills: Businessman routinely comes into contact with different people like customers, specialists,
govern' nt authorities, and so on so he ought to impart thoughtfully.
Sol!~g lief in Themselves: Successful new companies have a sound assessment of themselves and frequently
havF~ , lid and emphatic identity .. :

i:_~; . ¥
'I'

3.2iin '. specific startups challenges are
FdfU)(,"f;ha/lel~ges: Co~vincing to se~ect b~iness over oc~upati?n is simple isn't ~ .simple assignment for a
perSon:.;the pnmary thing analyzed IS - Will you profit In business of your decision or as a successor of
pri~atelt-owned company. This is the place it turns out to be relatively difficult to persuade that you can
create t1}0remoney with your enthusiasm than doing what your Dad is doing.
Social ¢ha/lenges: Family challenges are dependably at the best since that is the thing that issue the most
however now and again social difficulties additionally are "Vital.Give us a chance to state you and your
companion graduated in the meantime. You selected a startup and your companion picked work. He now has a
level, < auto and what not on account of he could without much of a stretch get those with a bank credit
however despite everything you have nothing to flaunt and this is the place challenge comes.
Mechanical Challenges: Indian training framework slacks excessively from the Job business all in all however
then it slacks much more with regards to online startups. What innovation would be perfect and how to utilize
that innovation adequately.
Monetary Challenges: (Difficulty in obtaining store): Financial difficulties are a ton distinctive in India
particularly for online new businesses. When you are starting out as a startup you don't select wander
financing however endeavor to run with subsidizing from little to medium specialists. Numerous such non
specialized representatives don't comprehend the online plans of action in general thus getting an underlying
business financing from them ends up noticeably difficult. The other choice you can consider is credit
however bank advance isn't at all an alternative in India for new online new companies.
Strategy Challenges: Now and after that there is parcel of changes in the strategies with change in the
administration.
a. Issues of raising value capital
b. Issues of profiting crude materials.
c. Issues of outdated nature of indigenous innovation
d. Expanded contaminations Ecological imbalanced.
e. Issues of TRIPS and TRIMS.
f Abuse of little and poor nations. and so on.

I

n

3.3 Conclusion
The nation's financial strategy condition must be positive for associations to accomplish efficiencies in today's
worldwide market. It should empower. the new companies to give a supernatural touch to an association,
regardless of whether out in the open or private or joint area, in accomplishing speed, adaptability, ingenuity,
and a solid feeling of self-assurance. They convey another vision to the front line of monetary development of
a nation. The investigation of startups has importance today, not just in light of the fact that it enables new
businesses to better satisfy their own needs but since of the monetary commitment of the new pursuits. More
than expanding national wage by making new occupations, startups goes about as a positive power in financial
development by filling in as the scaffold amongst advancement and commercial center.

1470 IDr. Pallavi Shah
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higher salaries and management positions when an employee has established a good track record with your business 

Keywords: Human Resource Management, Retail Sector, Organized Reta1ling, HRM 
Practices and HR Challenges 
INTRODUCTION: 

Human Resource Management (HRM) is the organizational function that deals 
with issues relat1ng to people such as compensation, hiring, performance management, safety. benefits, employees motivation, communication, administration and training HRM is a strategic and comprehensive approach of managing people at workplace. Its 
role in the company s success is growing rapidly with the growth in many sectors in 
the present globalized era. The HRM practices are crucial in designing the structure for 
manpower statting. perfornmance appraisal, compensation and training and 
development. Innovative HRM practices can play a crucial role in chang1ng the 
attitude of the employees. The HRM practices in the service sector especially in the 
area of retailing have found significant importance in the present scenario. The 
retailing is one of the service sectorS where the need of qualitative human resource is 

highly expected. So, the present paper focuses on the HRM practices in the organized retail industry. 

Retailing in India is one of the pillars of its economy and accounts for about 10 

percent of its GDP. The Indian retail market is estimated to be US$ 600 billion and one 
of the top fíve retail markets in the world by economic value. India is one of the fastest 
growing retail markets in the world, with 1.2 billion people. 

The retail market is expected to reach a whooping Rs. 57 lakh crore by 2018-19, 
as it expands at a compounded annual growth rate of 15 per cent, accordingy to the 
Yes Bank - Assocham' study. 

The retail market, (including organised and unorganised retail), was at Rs. 23 
lakh crore in 2011-12. According to the study, organised retail, that comprised just 
seven per cent of the overall retail market in 2011-12, is expected to grow at a CAGR 
01 24 per cent and attain 10.2 per cent share of the total retail sector by 2018-19 

Retail industry can be broadly classi fied into two categories namely- organised 
and unorganised retai 

Urganized retail Organised traders/retailers, who are licensed for trading 
activities and registered to pay taxes to the government. 
Unorganized retail - It consists of unauthorized small shops conventional 

Kirana shops, general stores, corner shops among various other small retail 
Outlets - but remain as the radiating force of Indian retail industry. 
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Objectives of the study 

To study the current status of retail mdustry. 

Toanalyze the Human Resource Management practices implemented in 

organized retail indhustry 

n the 

To study the role and seope of HR n retail seclor 

o study the various problems and challenges ahead tor HR managers in h e 

mplementation of HRM practices in organized retail sector 

ISSUES FACING HR IN RETAIL SECTOR 

4 

There are a number of issues involved in retail business in India which certainl 

mpact the growth of the sector, Undoubtedly, the retail businesses need largescala 

hinng and staffing in the retailing is unique to the following reasons. 

Retail jobs in the frontline are low paid jobs with an industry average of Rs 3000 

Hence salary paid cannot be used as motivators to induce people to apply for 

Jobs 
Retail jobs are also not career builders in the short run. Not many of the front 

lines can grow to become departmental /stores head. 

Value addition is very uncommon except in few professionally run retailing 

nly 

units. There is paucity in effective training imparted to the front liners 

There is hardly any kind of human resource strategy devised in retailing sector 

Though retailers spend a lot in incorporating international standards in to their 
outlets but fail in doing the same, when it comes to human resource. 

Retail jobs are physically very demanding. Employees are required to work for 
1Ohours a day, six days a week, work on weekends, holidays and festive days. 

Attrition level is very high in retail sector. The attrition in the middle and senior 

management is not as significant as that of front end personnel; it is almost20% 
in front liners. But another key issue is lack of competency in modern retailing 

practices 
CHALLENGES FACED IN HRM IN RETAILING 

The HR managers in retail sector are currently facing the following challenges: 
Managing part -time employees is the biggest challenge for an HR manager in 
the retail firm, as they work only during their shift and are not totally involved in 
their work. 

Retailers operate on thin marg1ns and hence have to be cautious in paying hig 
wages. Paying high salaries will deprive them of good profits. 
Unavailability of experienced manpower 
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Threat of poaching 

anoing employee demographics with acute shortage of skilled sales force As ore is ample opportunities in the Indian economy with a large chunk of 
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there 

1Osters being recruted by the BPO"s and call centers, there is acute shortage of fresher s. 

Differences in work culture and values in the arena of work 
Work force diversity 

Retailers have to compete with other high growth industries like telecom insurance and more specifically 1TeS /BPO firms which look for similar skill sets like customer orientation, selling sk1lls and communication skills. Salary levels affered in most IT companies are significantly higher and thus making it an attractive jump for front end employees in retail. 
Knowledge of the products and services can directly influence the sale in retail 
formats with assisted sell1ng. Lack of competency can directly affect the stores 
reputation. 

Stressful environment. 

Lack of formal retailing education. 

Most retail employees come with very minimal qualification,; therefore they 
cannot be subjected to intense conceptual inputs or classroom inputs. On the other 
hand employees in retail sector cannot be spared for long hours or days for training. 
hence providing them effective training without hindering their work becomes a real 
predicament and a major challenge. 
CONCLUSION 

nployees are the most important assets for any organization. So the 

ganization must ensure that the right person is hired for the right position at the right 
E and he is trained and developed properly to accomplish his job activities 

Vely. Employees in the retail sector are required to be trained according to the te 

nas of the industry. Due to competitive scenario prevailing the jobs are becoming der 

Aenging and skilled workforce is required to meet the demand. The graduates and challer 

duates are trained for the job and conversion for the skilled workforce. From postgraduates are 

nar 

the survey it is found that employees are job satisfied and committed to their jobs. The 

t increases the performance of their employees and hence productivity of 
the organization. 
Commitment 
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